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Finite closure spaces with the Steinitz exchange property are characterized and the connection 
between the Steinitz and the MacLane exchange property and related exchange properties i
discussed. A Kurosh-Ore theorem is proved for subadditive closure spaces with the Steinitz ex- 
change property. Finally, closure spaces with monotone dimension functions are investigated. 
I. Introduction 
It is wel l -known that matroids may be, equivalently,  axiomatized via systems o f  
'bases'  with a certain exchange property  or via closure operators  with a certain ex- 
change property.  For  bases, this property  generalizes the Steinitz exchange property  
for bases of  vector spaces, whereas for closure operators ,  the relevant exchange pro- 
perty is a special case of  MacLane 's  [1938] property  of  semimodular  lattices. Thus 
it has become customary to view the matro id exchange propert ies above just as 
manifestat ion of  the Ste in i tz -MacLane xchange property.  
The purpose of  this paper consists in investigating propert ies of  closure spaces 
which relate to the Steinitz or to the MacLane exchange property.  Within the setting 
of  closure spaces, these propert ies are not equivalent. Faigle, Richter, and Stern 
[1984] study the Steinitz exchange property  with respect o the class of  semimodular  
lattices. Here we also consider closure operators  whose lattices of  closed sets are not 
necessarily semimodular .  The work is organized as follows: 
In Section 2, we characterize closure spaces with the Steinitz exchange property  
and discuss the connect ion with the MacLane exchange property  and related ex- 
change propert ies tudied by Dlab [1962, 1966], Gaski l l  and Rival [19781, Edeiman 
[1980] and Jamison-Waidner  [19821. 
Section 3 presents a general izat ion of  the Kurosh-Ore  theorem for modular  lat- 
tices to closure spaces which also have the Steinitz exchange property  but may other- 
wise have subaddit ive rank functions only. 
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Section 4 is devoted to the notion of a dimension function in a closure space, 
which generally differs from the rank function. Particular attention is paid to cyclic 
submodular closure spaces, for which a greedy algorithm for finding independent 
sets in the sense of the Kurosh-Ore theorem is shown to be successful. 
Throughout he paper, we assume the ground set E of a closure space to be finite 
although certain results also hold in a slightly more general environment (e.g., for 
closure spaces with bounded rank functions). This is for convenience. The termino- 
logy about closure operators and lattices we use without explanation is basic and 
can be found in any textbook on the subject (cf. Birkhoff [1967] or Crawley and 
Dilworth [19731). 
2. Steinitz and MacLane exchange in closure spaces 
A closure space is a set E together with a closure operator A ~A on the lattice 
of subsets of E, i.e., A--,.4 satisfies for all A, Bc_E, 
(2.1) A c_.4, 
(2.2) A : ,~ ,  
(2.3) A c_B implies A c_B. 
The lattice of flats (or closed sets) of the closure space E is given by 
(2.4) . :(E)={Ac__E:A=A}. 
Note that .:(E) is, in particular, closed under intersection and uniquely deter- 
mines the closure operator via, for all A c_ E, 
(2.5) .4 = ['-) {Be.:(E):A c_B}. 
An element p e E with p~:~ is a point of the closure space E if its closure p is join- 
irreducible in the lattice .f(E), i.e., if for all A, Be  .:(E), p =A LIB implies A =p or 
or B =p.  It is clear that for every flat A of E, there exists a set B c_ A of points such 
that B = A. We call the set B C A of points a basis for A if 
(2.6) B=A and B\b~.4  for a l lbeB.  
We say that the closure space E has the Steinitz exchange property if for all A c_ E 
and bases B1, B2 for A, 
(2.7) For every b leB  l, there exists b2eB 2 so that (B l \b l )Ob I is a basis 
for A. 
Hence the Steinitz exchange property implies that for every A ~ E, the collection 
.~(A) of all bases for A is the collection of bases of some matroid on A. Thus (2.7) 
is equivalent with the seemingly stronger symmetric exchange property (cf., e.g., 
Welsh [1976]) for all A c__E and bases BI,B 2 for A, 
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(2.7') For every b I eB i ,  there exists b2EB 2 so that both (Bl\b~)t3b 2 and 
(BE\ bE) 13 b I are bases for A. 
Our next example shows that the Steinitz exchange property may hold even when 
the closure space is not semimodular (see below). In particular, (2.7) need not imply 
that .~-(E) is the collection of flats of a matroid on E. 
Example 2.1. Let the non-trivial flats of the closure space E= {a, b, c} be given by 
{a}, {b}, {b, c}. Then E covers {a} in .~r(E). So [~C {a} CE  and 0C {b} C {b, c} CE  
are maximal chains in .T(E) of different length, which is impossible. [] 
To describe closure spaces with the Steinitz exchange property, we need more ter- 
minology. The element s ~ E is a loop if s e 0. E is a proper closure space if every 
element of E is either a point or a loop. 
Given an arbitrary subset A c_ E, we define the contraction E/A of E as the closure 
space on the set E\A  with closure operator for every So_ E \A ,  
(2.8) gc = SUA \A .  
It immediately follows that the lattice J (E/A) of flats of E/A is isomorphic to 
the upper interval 
(2.9) [A, El = {F¢ S(E): A c_ F} c_ , i(E) 
with isomorphism 
Sc--*SUA = SC13A. 
The closure space E is strong if every point p ~ E either is a point or a loop of the 
contraction E/A whenever A ~ E is such that p ¢ A. This definition can be restated 
as 
Lemma 2.2. The closure space E is strong if and only if every contraction of E is 
proper. 
The next lemma contains one half of  the proof of the characterization in Theorem 
2.4 below. 
Lemma 2.3. I f  the closure space E satisfies (2.7), then E/A is proper for every A c_ E. 
Proof. If E/A is not proper, there exists p ~ E \A  so that p ¢ A and A Up is not join- 
irreducible in the lattice interval [A, EI ~ :f(E). 
Hence there are flats C l, C2e.~-(E) containing ,4 and satisfying C1 .-#A Up:#C2 
and A Up = Cj U C 2. 
Choose a basis D_c A Up for A Up. Then, necessarily, p ~ D. Furthermore, we 
may select a basis D '~ CI t3 C 2 for A Up. 
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Suppose d 'eD '  is such that (D\p)L id '  is a basis for AUp.  Then (D\p)U  
d'  c_ Cl, say, and therefore A Lip c C~, a contradiction to the choice of C z and C 2. 
Hence (2.7) can hold for D and D'  only if E/A is proper. [] 
Theorem 2.4. The closure space E has the Steinitz exchange property if and only 
if E is strong. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.2, we must show the sufficiency of the stated condition. 
Let B~ and B 2 be two arbitrary bases from some flat C~. / (E )  and b~ an ar- 
bitrary element of B 1 . Consider the flat A =B~\bt and the interval [A,E] of :/(E). 
Because E is strong, C = A O bj is join-irreducible in [A, E1 and therefore covers 
a unique flat H so that Ac_HCC. Choose b2EB 2 with bEq.H , and let B3= 
(Bl\bl)l.Jb2. Then C=B 3 and we must show that B 3 is a basis for C, i.e., for every 
beB3, b~B3\b. 
Suppose there exists an element b :~ bl in B 1 so that b e ((B)\ b t) \ b2) !,J b 2 = C 
and consider the flat A'=(B l \b l ) \b .  
As before, there is a unique flat H '  covered by C with A'c_ H'CC. Since A'c_A, 
we must have H = H'.  Now, since bt ¢ H, B)\  b = (-(Bi~-b-,3\-b)---0-bl = C, which con- 
tradicts the assumption that Bl was a basis for C. [] 
Corollary 2.5. I f  E satisfies (2.7), then every contraction of  E satisfies (2.7). 
Recall that a lattice L is semimodular (cf., e.g., Birkhoff [1967]) if for every 
x, yeL ,  
(2.10) If x and y cover xAy, then xVy covers both x and y. 
A closure space E is said to be submodular if its lattice J (E )  of flats is semi- 
modular (to avoid ambiguity, we prefer 'sub-' to 'semi-'). Submodular closure 
spaces may be characterized by rank functions which generalize matroid rank func- 
tions (cf. Faigle [1980] for a general discussion of the associated extension of 
matroid theory). To this end, we define for every element x of the finite lattice L, 
the height 
(2.11) h(x)=max{k:therearekelementsal,a2 ..... akeL, O<al<" '<ak=x}.  
With respect o a closure space E, every subset A c_ E has the rank 
(2.12) r(A) = h(A), 
where h(A) is the height of A in J(E). 
A well-known characterization (cf., e.g., Crawley and Dilworth [1973, Chap. 3] 
of submodular closure spaces in terms of their rank functions is 
Lemma 2.6. The closure space E is submodular if and only if its rank function r 
satisfies for all A, B ~ E, 
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(2.13.1) 
(2.13.2) 
I f  B covers ,4 in J (E) ,  then r(B)=r(A)+ 1. 
r(A t.J B) + r(A f') B) < r(A ) + r(B). 
MacLane [1938] discovered an exchange property for semimodular lattices which 
can be specialized to submodular closure operators as follows (see also Finkbeiner 
[1951]): 
Define a pre-order elation on the ground set of the closure space E via, for all 
p, qeE ,  
(2.14) p<__q if and only if #CO. 
With the notation (q)= { p e E: p <__ q, p ~: 0}, we can formulate the MacLane ex- 
change property: 
Lemma 2.7. The closure space E is submodular if and only if for all p, q e E and 
Ac_E 
(2.15) I f  (p)~ft  and qq,4, then qeAUp implies peAUq.  
Example 2.1 showed that the Steinitz exchange property (2.7) need not imply the 
MacLane exchange property (2.15). The next example provides also the converse. 
Example 2.8. Let E= {a,b,c,d} be the submodular closure space with non-trivial 
flats {a}, {b}, {a,b}, {a,c},a nd {b,d}. Then B 1 = {b,c} and B2= {a,d} are bases of 
E but {b} =Bl\c  cannot be completed to a basis for E with an element of B2, i.e., 
(2.7) cannot hold. 
Submodular closure spaces with the Steinitz exchange property are characterized 
in Faigle, Richter and Stern [19841: 
Lemma 2.8. The closure space E is submodular and possesses the Steinitz exchange 
property if and only if for all p, q ~ E and A c_ E, 
(2.16) l f  qCAU(p) ,  then qeAUp implies peAUq.  
Note that (2.15) is implied by (2.16). In the case of matroids, (p) is the collection 
of loops of E whenever p is a non-loop. Thus (2.16) is the 'Steinitz-MacLane ex- 
change property'. Matroids are not the only examples of closure spaces satisfying 
(2.16). Every restriction of a closure space whose lattice of flats is modular has this 
property (cf. Faigle et ai. [19841). 
A seemingly different exchange property was studied by Dlab [1962, 1966]. 
Gaskill and Rival [1978] use it to characterize modular lattices. In their language, 
this exchange property can be formulated for closure spaces as follows: 
We say that the set A c_ E is an antichain in the closure space E if for all p, q e A, 
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(2.17) p~q implies P~0-  
In other words, antichains are collections of elements which are pairwise incom- 
parable in the pre-order (2.14). Antichains A~,A 2 are defined to be in the relation 
AI <__A2 if 
(2.18) For all a~ e A ~, there exists a 2 e A2 so that a~ ~ d 2. 
A minimalpair (p,A) of E is an element peE and an antichain AcE  with the 
properties 
(2.19.1) peA and peA.  
(2.19.2) pCB for every antichain B<__A with A ~B. 
The closure space E then is defined to be join symmetric if for all minimal pairs 
(p,A) of E, 
(2.20) For all qeA,  (q,(A\q)Up) is a minimal pair. 
It is not difficult to see that (p,A) is a minimal pair with respect o a matroid 
closure on E if and only if A Up is a circuit in the matroid. A general characteriza- 
tion of join symmetric losure spaces is contained in Theorem 4 of Faigle et ai. 
[19821: 
Lemma 2.9. The join symmetric exchange property (2.20) is equivalent to the strong 
MacLane exchange property (2.16). 
In their investigations of a notion of discrete convexity, Edelman [1980] and 
Jamison-Waldner [1982] were lead to closure spaces E with the anti-exchange pro- 
perty, where for every A c_E and elements x, yeE \A ,  
(2.21) yeAUx implies xcAUy.  
Closure spaces E satisfying the anti-exchange property (2.21) are antimatroids. 
The lattice .7(E) of flats of an antimatroid generally is not semimodular. In fact, 
its rank function is supermodular, that is, satisfies the reverse inequality of (2.13.2). 
From an algorithmic point of view, the combinatorial dual lattice 
(2.22) . i*(E) = {A c_ E: E\A  e J}  
of an antimatroid has been studied as the collection of 'feasible sets' of a shelling 
structure, which may be understood as a 'free' greedoid (cf. Korte and Lov~isz 
[1983, 1984]), or as lattice of 'partial alphabets' of hereditary languages over the 
alphabet E (Crapo [1984]). Since .Y(E) is supermodular, .~-*(E) is submodular, in 
particular, J * (E )  has the augmentation property for all A, B e.~-*(E), 
(2.23) If  IAI<[BI, then AOxeJ* (E )  for some xeB\A .  
Recall that for an independence system J on E, i.e., a collection of subsets of E 
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such that A e J implies A '  e J for every A '  c_ A, the augmentation property (2.23) for 
J is equivalent with the basis exchange property (2.7) of the maximal members of 
J and yields an axiomatic description of independence systems of matroids. 
Note that the lattice J * (E )  of the antimatroid E can be understood as the lattice 
of flats of a closure space on the collection W(E) of join-irreducible lements of 
:7*(E), where a feasible set A ( ~: 0) e J * (E )  is join-irreducible if and only if A can- 
not be expressed as a nontrivial union of other feasible sets. It may be interesting 
to observe that, in spite of property (2.3), .';r*(E) does not have the Steinitz exchange 
property (2.7) with respect o W(E). The next example is due to R. Schrader [1985]. 
Example 2.10. Let E be the set of nodes of a tree T (= connected graph without cir- 
cuits) and let ,'f(E) consists of the node sets of the connected subtrees of T. For in- 
stance, in 
T= o o o o o 
a b c d e 
the sets wt={a,b,c }, w2={d,e }, w3={a,b }, w4={c,d,e} are members of W(E). 
Consider the bases B l = {w l, Wz} and B 2 = {w 3, w4} of W(E) with respect o .~-*(E). 
Then B 1 \ w I cannot be completed to a basis with any member of B 2. Hence condi- 
tion (2.7) is violated. L] 
3. The theorem of Kurosh-Ore 
The theorem of Kurosh [1935] and Ore [1936] extends the Steinitz exchange pro- 
perty of vector spaces to indecomposable r presentations of algebraic structures 
within a modular structural lattice (cf. also Birkhoff [1967]). We show in this section 
that a Kurosh-Ore theorem still holds in a wider setting. 
We call the closure space subadditive if the rank function r of E satisfies for all 
A, Bc_E, 
(3.1) r(AUB)<r(A)+r(B). 
In particular, every submodular closure space is subadditive. Observe that every 
subset I=  {p~ .. . . .  Pk } of points of the subadditive closure space E has the property 
(3.2) r(l)<_r(pl) + ... + r(pn). 
I f  equality holds in (3.2), i.e., if 
(3.3) r(1)=r(pl)+ ... +r(p,), 
we say that I is an independent set of points. It follows immediately from (3.2) and 
(3.3) that every subset of an independent set of E is independent if E is subadditive. 
By an independent representation f  the subset A c_ E we understand an independent 
set of points I c_ A such that 1= A. It is clear that an independent representation f
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A c_ E must be a basis for A if E is subadditive. In general however, A need not have 
an independent representation. 
We can now state a Kurosh-Ore theorem for strong subadditive closure spaces. 
Theorem 3.1. Let E be a strong subadditive closure space and B~,B zc_ E two in- 
dependent representations o f  the set A ~ E. Then for  every b I ~ B2, there exists 
b2e B2 such that both (Bl \  bl)Ub2 and (B2\ b2)t.)bl are independent representa- 
tions o f  A. 
Proof. Since E has the Steinitz exchange property (2.7), there exists b 2 e B such 
that (B l \b l )Ub  2 and (B2\b2)Ub I are bases for A. Without loss of generality, 
assume r(bl)<_r(b2). Then we conclude from (3.1) 
r(A) = r[(B2\ b2) [..J bl] 
< r(B2\ b2) + r(bl) 
< r(B2\ b2) + r(b2) = r(A). 
Thus equality holds throughout and, therefore, (B2\ b2)t.Jbl is independent. Fur- 
thermore, r(bl)=r(b2). Hence, by symmetry of the argument, also (Bl\bl)l.3b2 is 
independent. [] 
Theorem 3.1 exhibits the collection of independent representations of a given set 
A as system of bases of some matroid on A. Thus an independent representation 
of a given subset A can be constructed by the greedy algorithm - provided we can 
decide whether an arbitrary point of A occurs in a representation at all. This is not 
always the case. The next section, however, will exhibit cyclic strong submodular 
closure spaces as enjoying this property (Theorem 4.4). 
Ending this section, we remark that a stronger Kurosh-Ore theorem holds for 
modular lattices M. Thereby we call a subset A ={a~ .. . . .  ak} of not necessarily 
join-irreducible lements ' independent' if 
;t (sup A) = ).(al) + "" + A (ak), 
where 2 is the height function of M. Furthermore, aeM is ' indecomposable' if a 
is not a non-trivial join of an independent set. Then Crawley and Dilworth [1973] 
prove 
Theorem 3.2. Let A l and A 2 be two independent sets o f  indecomposable non-zero 
elements in the finite modular lattice M such that sup A l = sup A 2 = a. Then for  
every a lgA l ,  there exists a2EA 2 so that (A l \a l )Ua  2 is independent and a= 
sup{(Al \a l )Ua2}.  
In spite of the fact that modular lattices yield strong subadditive closure spaces, 
Theorem 3.2 does not follow from our Theorem 3.1 since an indecomposable ele- 
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ment need not be join-irreducible (the so-called 'pr imary' modular lattices, how- 
ever, do have this property (cf. J6nsson and Monk [1969]). We do not know 
whether an analog of Theorem 3.2 is true for strong semimodular lattices in general. 
4. Dimension 
If E is a closure space with the Steinitz exchange property (2.7), then all bases B 
for a given subset A ~ E share the same size IBI = d(A), the dimension of A. We will 
now investigate certain properties of the dimension function A ,-. d(A). Throughout 
this section, we assume that E is a strong closure space. 
Observe first that the dimension function d need not be non-decreasing on the lat- 
tice .:=.~-(E) of flats of E. 
Example 4.1. See Fig. 1. B 
Fig. 1. 
Given G c_ E, we denote by dA the dimension function of the contraction E/A .  
Then we obtain 
Proposition 4.2. For all A, B c_ E with A c_ B, 
(4.1) dA(B\A)<.d(B)<_d(A)+dA(B\A) .  
Proof. If b I . . . . .  bm are points of E such that 
B=blUb2U. . .Ub ,~,  
then 
B= (A Ub~)O ... U(A U b,,). 
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Since E is a strong closure space, either bi ~/ i  or b i is point of E/A  for i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
Whence we can conclude 
dA(B\A)~d(B) .  
The second inequality follows from the observation that every point of E/A  must 
be a point of E. [] 
The closure space E is defined to be cyclic if for all points p,q, seE  so that 
p¢g~:~,  
(4.2) p_<.~ and O_<g implies p<o or O_<p. 
(In other words, E is cyclic if the join-irreducible lements of .7(E) are exactly 
those elements ce : (E )  so that [0,cl is a chain in :-(E).) 
It is clear that the dimension function d cannot be monotone unless E is cyclic 
(because a violation of (4.2) would yield d(p) = 1 <2<d(pUq) ) .  Moreover, even if 
E is cyclic, d need not be monotone (Example 4.1). In the case of submodular 
closure spaces, however, monotonicity of the dimension function is equivalent o 
cyclicity. Our next result generalizes Theorem 5.1 of Faigle and Herrmann [1981]. 
Theorem 4.3. Let E be a submodular closure space with the Steinitz-MacLane ex- 
change property (2.16). Then the dimension function d o f  E is monotone if and only 
if E is cyclic. 
Proof. We show that d is monotone if E is cyclic. 
Suppose there are subsets A, B c_ E such that A c_ B but d(A) > d(B). Furthermore, 
choose B such that the rank r(B) is as small as possible. Thus there exist bases 
Di = {xl . . . . .  x,} for A and D2= {Yl . . . . .  Ym} for B with n=d(A)>d(B)=m.  
Let p be a point of B with minimal rank under the condition p¢.A.  Because 
B=AOp,  we must have a basis D 3 for B with D3c_DIUp, say 
D3 = {xl, x2 . . . . .  Xm - 1, P}. 
If r(p) > 1, choose a point p '  with r(p') = r(p) - 1 and p '  ep  (such a point must exist 
if E is cyclic!), and set D4=(O3\P)Up' .  Otherwise, set D4=D3\ p. 
Since d(D4)<d(A) and r(A)<r(B), we must have/)4:~A. Thus / )4Np must be 
covered by both P and/)4 in J (E) .  The semimodularity of J (E )  then allows us to 
conclude that D4Up=B covers both /)4 and p. Hence A=B,  contrary to our 
assumptions. 
Therefore, d must be monotone. V-I 
Let us come back to the problem of finding independent representations of flats 
in closure spaces. The following heuristic tries to determine such a representation 
for the flat A ~ S(E) of the closure space E. 
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(4.3) 'Greedy Representation' 
(0) I~0;  
(1) Choose an element peA of maximal rank r(p) such that 
r(p) + r(l) = r(IU p). 
if no such p exists then stop; 
(2) l , - tU{p};  
(3) Goto (1); 
The heuristic (4.3) obviously produces an independent subset of A. The question 
is whether this independent set also is a basis for A. 
Theorem 4.4. Let E be a strong submodular closure space with monotone dimension 
function d and A e .¢(E) an arbitrary flat of  E admitting an independent representa- 
tion. Then the heuristic (4.3)finds an independent representation I for A. 
Proof. Let B= {p~ .. . . .  Pk} CA be constructed in k steps according to (4.3) and let 
C = {ql . . . . .  qk } C_ A be an arbitrary independent subset of A with the same cardina- 
lity. We claim 
r (P l )  +""  + r(Pk) >-- r(ql ) +""  + r(qk ). 
Noting r (p  l) >_-... >-r(Pk), we may also assume r(ql)>_ ... >_ r(qk) and, by induction 
on k, 
r(pl) + ... + r(Pk_ l)> r(ql) + ... + r(qk_ l). 
Since E is submodular, we have r(dli L) (C \  qi))= 0 for i = 1 . . . . .  k. Thus, if we select 
k points qO • qi with r(qi °) = 1 for all i, we obtain 
d({q  ° . . . . .  q°})=k. 
The monotonicity of d, therefore implies the existence of some point qO so that 
qO • (1 \Pk)- Setting I, i = l \pk  and observing r(qi)>_r(q,), the Theorem will 
follow if we can show that Ik_ i Uqi is independent and, hence, r(pk)>_r(qk). 
Choose a sequence x0 .. . . .  x,, of points so that xo=q °, Xm=qi, Xj_IEXj, and 
r(xj)=r(xj_ i) for all j=  1 . . . . .  m. Such a sequence xists since E is cyclic. Since E 
is strong, we have by Faigle et al. [1982, Proposition 2] for every pair x,y of points 
with x•p,  and every So_E, that yeSUx implies yeS .  Consequently, for j=  
1, . . . ,m, 
Xjq~( Ik - lOXj  I ) .  
Hence r( Ik_ lUqi)=r( lk_ l )+r(qi) .  [] 
As an example for Theorem 4.4, recall the standard proof for Frobenius' theorem 
on the representation f finite abelian groups (cf., e.g., Lang [1965, Chapter 1.10]). 
The desired decomposition i to direct products of cyclic subgroups is carried out 
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' g reed i ly ' :  one  success ively fac tors  out  max imal  cycl ic subgroups  o f  p r ime power  
o rder .  
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